
From: Warren McGregor <wazzamc@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, 7 July 2016 7:51 p.m.
To: Chch Plan - Info
Cc: Warren McGregor; melanie.johnston
Subject: Tree T1172 Atlas Cedar added back to schedule of significant trees objection 07072016
Attachments: 24062016 letter Tree T1172 back on schedule of significant trees.pdf; Snow broken limb tree pictures.pdf; 23082013 Overhanging

vegetation letter Local govt Act 1974.pdf; 17122014 Tree Assessment Ed Sard.pdf; 20102014 Review and assessment of protected heritage
notable tree letter.pdf; 4082015 Letter confirming tree not proposed for new schedule.pdf

To whom it may concern,
Please respond back via email to confirm receipt.

Full name: Melanie Doris Johnston (previously Popham) and Warren Glenn McGregor

Address: 34 Woodham Road

Owners of the property

Yes, We would like to speak to the panel regarding the following concerns

Detail of concerns

1) Health and safety of the public - the tree is a threat to
vehicle and pedestrian safety and pruning cannot mitigate the threat without causing the tree to become severely disfigured or affect its long term health or
structural integrity.

Reasons:

a. See attachment called 'Snow broken limb tree pictures'. These
show the amount of many large limbs which broke and fell in the 2011 snow storm. This caused significant damage to our boat and the landscaping causing many of
our trees including natives planted over the last 10 years to be damaged and broken which we had to remove and replace.

b. Because the tree lost most of its limbs on the south side in
the snow storm the tree is now maintaining growth on the north side over Woodham road to at least the centre line whilst there is very little to no growth or limbs
on the south side. In affect it is half a tree with all the weight and growth over Woodham Road.

c. Parents park their cars under the tree to take their children
to and from the pre school across the road. Woodham Road is a main trunk line to the east side and also has a lot of foot traffic.

d. When large trucks have used Woodham road they have hit the
overhanging limbs which have then fallen. This has been when either houses have been removed from the red zone and when the dome of the NZ Post office was
moved via truck which came down Woodham Road and into Brittan street breaking off a large overhanging limb.

e. When strong winds occur there has been many times we have had
to drag fallen branches and at times large limbs off the road and out of the way of traffic.

f. We were advised by City arborist Shane Moohan and Treetec
that they were not allowed to prune the crown of the tree as this would affect the health and condition of the tree

g. We were advised by John Thorndon at the time of the snow
storm that these types of trees are designed to break limbs with the weight of the snow which is common in their natural environment/Himalayas.

Questions:

1) In a letter dated 4/08/2015 (attached) we were advised the
tree is not proposed for listing in the new schedule as it did not meet the threshold for listing. The tree scored 32 out of a maximum of
288 in the assessment by Ed Sard (attached dated 17/12/2014)

2) If it did not meet the threshold then why is it now on the
schedule again?

3) In a letter dated 20/10/2014 (attached) it states 'As part of
our community engagement at that time we will send you the results.............' Where was the community engagement in December
2015 when it was decided to put the tree back on the schedule?

4) In the letter dated 24/06/2016 (attached) it states ' As a
result of a mediated agreement between CCC, the Christchurch Civic Trust and others.........' Who are 'others'?

5) Who originally put the protected order on the tree and why?

6) Reason for rules: Protected trees are considered worthy of
recognition on a number of criteria which may include: historic significance to the community, scientific or botanical significance, cultural or spiritual significance,
recreational significance, landscape significance, functional value, size, age. The historic value scored zero on the assessment by Ed Sard (attached called
17122014 Tree assessment Ed Sard) What is the significance of this tree particularly when it is not a New Zealand native?

7) Ironically we received a letter (see attached 23/08/2013
overhanging vegetation)

8) Lastly and most importantly who is liable if a limb falls causing:

a) A car accident

b) Injury to a pedestrian

c) Death

Regards,

Melanie Johnston and Warren McGregor

34 Woodham Road

Christchurch

Phone: 03 981-6778

Cell: 02121 63630
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